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Report of the

Founder

improved and indeed impressive new campsite.
Our board of directors was diligent in making sure
the best interest of our youth were front and center
during these negotiations.

While Covid has made this an extremely challenging
year on all fronts, everyone involved with Partners
for Youth have done what needs to be done to
overcome the challenges and obstacles and turn
it into a very successful year. I’d like to express a
heartfelt thank you to everyone for making the
necessary adaptations and sacrifices.

And finally, our new headquarters on Brunswick St.
in Fredericton has taken on a whole new look and
hopefully, will provide a home base environment
for all of the important work we do for many
years to come.

Our programming has continued with
some limitations successfully and effectively.
Approximately 1,000 children and youth took
part in a PFY program this year!Our staff are to be
commended for their tireless and superb work
once again.John has doggedly continued all of the
communication and documentation work essential,
to providing us with another successful
fundraising year.

So, thank you to everyone who made the
adjustments to thrive in spite of the many
challenges of Covid.
Respectfully Submitted,

Hon. Jim Ross,

Founder and Chairperson Emeritus

When the New Brunswick government asked us to
leave our North Lake campsite, John Sharpe and
Mike Joyce represented us extremely well and
fought every step of the way to achieve a vastly
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Report of the

Executive Director
I am pleased to submit this annual report on
the work of Partners for Youth.20-21 has been both
a challenging and very successful year in the life of
our organization.The challenges related to Covid19
continue to have a significant impact on youth across
the province and we have worked hard to adapt and
adjust our delivery in order to do our best to meet
their needs and provide high quality programming.
Thank you to the board of directors and specifically
our President, Mike Joyce for his ongoing support
and engagement during some very unique times.
Sincerest thanks to our countless funders who invest
in youth and who think outside the box with us – you
give us wings and independence and we could not
do this work without you.

in programming and support related to addictions
and positive community involvement.In partnership
with the Leacross Foundation, we continued the
Sport3 pilot project in Middle Schools and received
the first full year evaluation report which showed
strong indications of the behavioural change we are
seeking within this new project.As an agency we also
took a very important step in programming related
to working more fully in Indigenous Communities in
New Brunswick.We welcomed fulltime Indigenous
staff into the organization and expanded on our
partnership development and program delivery in
several areas.A full review of all programs is printed
later in this report – our staff are to be commended
for their top quality work and commitment to youth.

20-21 led us to some significant program expansion
including the beginning of the process to create the
New Brunswick Youth Council in partnership with
other organizations and the provincial Department
of Health.This multi year project is a critical step
in addressing the gaps in youth mental health care
related to the need of engaging youth in critical
conversations and leadership for legislative and
policy change.We also expanded our Thrive program
which engages youth leaving the justice system and
who are at risk of involvement in the justice system,
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20-21 was also a year of change related to the
location of our headquarters in Fredericton and our
desire to expand our opportunities to engage youth.
In late 2020 a building located at 487 Brunswick
St in Fredericton was donated to Partners for Youth
by Jim Ross and the Ross family.This significant
donation was another example of the deep affection
and generosity Mr. Ross holds for Partners for Youth
as the founder of the organization.A reasonable
renovation plan was created for the new building
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and staff moved into offices in late spring. We
anticipate the entire project will be completed by the
end of the 2021 year. The renovation aspect of the
project was supported by a number of individuals,
foundations and the provincial government. Special
thanks to the Sunrise Rotary Club of Fredericton, the
T.R Meighen Family Foundation, Stuart and Patricia
Morrison, Kathi Dodds McMullin, and Christ Central
Church for your friendship in this legacy project. As
we expand into the new space we have ambitious
plans which include the creation of the New
Brunswick Centre for Youth Engagement – a research,
facilitation and development hub for youth and youth
at risk in New Brunswick.

deeply and shared our sadness this year at the loss
of young lives related to mental health and we will
continue to call on everyone, especially government
to provide the care and compassion youth and
families need and so rightly deserve. You are
not alone.
Respectfully Submitted,

John Sharpe,
Executive Director

A second and somewhat surprising project also
happened with our summer camp; Camp Tippy Canoe
in North Lake, NB. Since 2003 we have occupied the
former North Lake Park under a long term ministerial
agreement. We operate an experiential adventure
based camp for children and during a typical summer
we hold 14 camps for youth from many areas of New
Brunswick. Our camp is an important foundational
piece of the work we do with youth throughout the
year. It is a unique experience and there are no
barriers to participation. In the spring of 2021 a
request was made by the government to relocate our
camp as the current site was being considered for
other activity. We worked closely with government
partners and identified a new site on North Lake just
a short drive from the original location. An ambitious
building plan was executed and the new camp was
ready for campers in early July. Our sincerest thanks
to the staff at the Department of Natural Resources
and Energy Development for going above and
beyond to make this camp a wonderful and long
term place for youth and youth at risk. Your care and
consideration of the impact this camp has on so many
youth at risk meant so much to us and the children
we serve.
Our success this year is shared with youth who guide
and direct us, there is so much more to do and we
will continue to advocate and create opportunities to
provide a better and healthier environment. We felt
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Report of the

growth to support John Sharpe our Executive Director,
and the staff of PFY who are the backbone of
our success.

President of the
Board of Directors

As a notable example, John was able to launch and
independently lead a successful capital campaign that
raised over $200,000 to fund the improvements to
487 Brunswick Street. Thank you John for always going
above and beyond with your commitment to PFY.

Dear Community Partners, Financial Supporters,
Friends and Staff of Partners for Youth.

The staff clearly shares the same passion for PFY. The
team continues to reach youth at risk with a consistent
and meaningful program delivery;through an ever
evolving COVID environment;. Your tireless effort is
recognized and is truly appreciated by the board, our
partners, and the youth that you serve. Thank you.

The year 2021 has been memorable. Partners For
Youth [PFY] has reached significant milestones and
continues to deliver expanded programs through the
ongoing COVID-19 crisis.
One notable milestone is the new home Partners for
Youth located in the heart of downtown Fredericton at
487 Brunswick Street. This relocation aligns with the
vision of PFY to serve as a central hub that supports
youth at risk.

I would also like to share our sincere thanks with all
of our donors who support Partners For Youth. We are
fortunate to continue to receive generous support
through financial contributions, gifts in kind, advisory
services, and personal time from all of ourvolunteers
serving diverse roles.

This would not have been possible without the
generosity of our Founder and Chairperson-Emeritus,
the Hon. Jim Ross. Jim along with Ross Ventures
Limited, kindly donated the property to Partners
for Youth and we cannot be more grateful. This is
a significant contribution and is already acting as a
catalyst to enhance the provincial reach of
Partners for Youth.

Also a note of thanks to my fellow colleagues who
serve as board members who have continued to meet
virtually through 2021. Thank you for volunteering
your time to guide Partners for Youth and share
your individual insights and expertise.With the key
accomplishments of 2021 and the continued support
of out public and private community partners, I look
forward to opportunities next year will bring.

On behalf of the board of directors and the staff of
the Partners for Youth I would like to sincerely thank
Jim Ross and Ross Ventures Limited for their continued
support and most notably the donation of 487
Brunswick Street.

Respectfully Submitted,

Mike Joyce,
Board President

Partners For Youth also has a new home for Camp
Tippy Canoe. Working closely with the Province of
New Brunswick, Camp Tippy Canoe has moved to a
new location on North Lake with infrastructure to
better accommodate youth who participate in our
summer camp programs.
We believe the new home of PFY and Camp Tippy
Canoe will provide an enhanced foundation for future
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Report of the

Treasurer
After another successful year, I am happy to be writing my
second report as Treasurer of Partners for Youth Inc.! Fiscal
year 2020-2021 was a year where PFY needed to be agile
and flexible and was rewarded by its strong executive
leadership and exceptional reputation in the community
and school system. When the pandemic casted doubt
on whether programs could be executed, PFY was asked
to find ways to continue offering their programs and
sometimes more, and PFY delivered!
During fiscal 2019-2020, a great opportunity arose where
Partners for Youth Inc. could become the owner of the
building at 487 Brunswick Street of via an extremely
generous donation. This new venture required some
renovations which have been managed by PFY’s executive
team and funded by very supportive partners.
At the time of this writing, the financial statements for the
past year are being reviewed by our external accountants.
Subject to the results of the review, the statement of
operations reports a slight surplus again this year.
As in past years, the predominant items on the statement
of financial position are the amounts of contributions
received for future operations, temporary investments and
cash. The liability of the deferred revenue is offset by our
cash and temporary investments positions.
The full financial statements are available as an
attachment to this annual report, providing information on
the revenues and expenses of the last 12 months as well
as the financial strength of Partners for Youth Inc.
Respectfully Submitted,

Michel Landry,
Treasurer
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Making Waves
This is the only program of its kind in New
Brunswick. Making Waves/Vague par vague, is a
successful and evidence based healthy relationships
program for youth.It is delivered within a youth
engagement model where the participation of
youth as facilitators and participants is key to its
success.Youth come together to take part in a series
of workshops and activities and then work with
support staff to develop an action plan for delivery
in their local schools or communities.This peer
based train the trainer program is unique and allows
youth to educate and engage their peers on healthy
relationships and relationship violence prevention.

Support Site Moncton), Youth Unbound Saint John
and Tobique First Nation Summer School. It was
certainly refreshing to actually meet and interact
with the youth face to face.
We look forward to continuing a hybrid of
programming styles to meet each communities
needs going into the new year.

Over this past year working physically in schools has
often been challenging. So we developed an online,
healthy relationships interactive presentation
suitable to be delivered over ‘teams’ to whole
school groups. These sessions were an immediate
hit and we presented to 34 classes from 11
different schools.
As a bonus we were able to end the school year with
3 in person programs at TESS (Therapeutic Education
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The New Brunswick
Youth In Care Network (NBYICN)
The New Brunswick Youth in Care Network (NBYICN) is
a provincial, supportive network for current and former
youth in care. We strive to unite young people throughout
the province who understand what it’s like growing up
in the child welfare system in New Brunswick. We help
provide young people to belong, to feel connected, to
have a voice and to thrive while in and after care. The
NBYICN is filled with strong network members and leaders
who want to work at building a better system for those
who come next.
In April 2020, the network joined the National Council of
Youth in Care Advocates which is made up of provincial
and territorial advocates, Youth in Care Networks, youth
in care alumni and key allies. This council called upon
provinces and territories to issue temporary moratoriums
for youth who were expected to transition out of care
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Youth in care are expected
to transition out when they turn the age of majority which
is 19 years old in NB. New Brunswick issued the temporary
Moratorium. It is due to expire at the end of December
2021.The Moratorium became a safety net for our youth
in care and provided them opportunities to not be rushed
out of their homes at the age of majority. This was a crucial
part in helping young people feel safe, supported, loved
and cared for.
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This past year, we wanted to find a way to connect
young people throughout the province in and from
care together through fun, creative virtual workshops.
We hosted a variety of different ones: cooking, art,
journaling, dancing, poetry, all the young people really
enjoyed themselves!
The network has several resource programs that youth
can utilize! The Health & Well Being Program which
helps assist the various health needs. The Home
Based Fund, which supports house-related needs.
The Comfort Kit program which is a book bag filled
with things to make the child or youth feel more
comfortable in their new placement.Our partners at

Youth Works
Youth Works is an innovative program focused
on employment and career development.During
2020-2021, Youth Works staff offered services and
supports to over 89 participants, facilitated 35 group
workshops and managed 450+ emails, messages,
calls and meetings.
Our approach is non-judgmental, honest, respectful
and strengths-based. Trauma-informed skills are
absolutely necessary when serving former youth
in care. Also, meeting youth “where they are at” is
crucial, in terms of relationship building and full
engagement. The program staff continues to identify
and address individual needs/requests.
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the Children’s Aid Foundation of Canada are critical to
these initiaitves.
The NBYICN recently developed a youth perspectives
training to deliver to the public. We wanted the
opportunity to be able to have full autonomy on
creating training that we thought could better prepare
and educate people on the needs of children and
youth in care. We have developed nine workshops
that covers trauma, mental health, addictions, grief
and loss, adoption and permanency, kinship, groups
homes, healthy relationships and culture and identity.
These are all topics that have relevance to better meet
the needs of children and youth in care.

During the past year, Youth Works modules were
delivered to high school students at 2 - New
Brunswick alternative education sites. Staff travelled
weekly to TESS in Moncton and Compass in Saint
John to engage youth who greatly benefitted from
program supports. Furthermore, Youth Works,
presented individually to 2 - youth offenders at New
Brunswick Youth Centre. Staff met with the youth
weekly through a virtual platform and delivered all
8 employment modules. Staff completed resumes
with the youth, organized online trainings, discussed
the dynamics of their current situation and how to
address this with potential employers.
In reference to our method of program delivery
during Covid-19 restrictions, Youth Works adapted
to an on-line platform for ease and accessibility.
When meeting with youth in community, staff were
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vaccinated and equipped with appropriate PPE.
Telephone, text and social media messaging
became regular forms of communication, during
restrictions/lockdowns.

Impact Juenesse Inc (New Brunswick group homes)
and Portage Atlantic Outreach.

This past year, offered several opportunities for the
Youth Works team to enhance their professional
skills. Staff committed to a week of learning at the
National Cannexus Virtual Conference. As well, staff
participated in the RBC Future Launch Workshop and
the Public Education Partnership Symposium.
Additionally, Youth Works staff presented several
program information sessions to community
partners/service providers such as the Department
of Social Development – Child Welfare Team, Youth
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Key learnings during this past year include, the high
level of anxiety associated with young adults and
the future. Daily use of cannabis as a coping strategy
has been normalized and accepted. The sex and drug
trades lure many youths who do not have stable,
parental supervision. Youth with criminal records are
not able to secure employment based on previous
mistakes. The structural issue of poverty in
New Brunswick.
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The Ring A Bell Campaign
for Kids Mental Health
This past December was the 10th Anniversary
of the Ring A Bell Campaign!Up to 50 000
elementary and middle school students had the
opportunity to participate in lesson plans and
utilize additional classroom resources for open
discussions on the importance of supporting
mental health. PFY delivered virtually to all
elementary and middle schools in the province
materials needed for each student to come
together to make a school wide paper chain.
Each chain link was designed with pictures
and talking points to prompt mental health
conversation before they ‘connect’ with another
student.Schools were asked to share how they
support positive mental health in their school
communities. Schools shared videos, narratives
and songs which were compiled into a montage
and shared on Bell Let’s Talk Day, January 28,
2021 on social media. Thank you to Bell Let’s
Talk and the Department of Education and Early
Childhood Development for your ongoing support
for this Campaign.
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Youth Unbound
Youth Unbound, located in the heart of Saint
John, through collaboration with community
partners, provides stable transitional housing
for youth, age 16 to 19, within a safe,
empowering environment that supports them
in making positive changes in their lives.
As part of this programming, we also offer
Outreach services to youth, age 16 to 30, that
transition from our program to independent
living as well as to other youth that reside
in the community.This past year – 14 youth
called Youth Unbound home, 8 graduated from
high school and 6 are on track to graduate
this year!2 have gone onto post secondary
and 5 are considering their post secondary
options now. Our Outreach services have
connected an additional 21 youth to stable
housing, employment opportunities & ongoing
education and training.Thank you to our
community partners and funders that make
this possible!
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Provincial Youth
Mental Health Conversations
As part of our commitment to support community mobilization and youth voice centered in the design,
development and implementation of a transformed system of youth mental healthcare in New Brunswick, we
organized a series of Provincial Virtual Forums for the purpose of knowledge sharing with community agencies,
community members, youth, family and government employees and elected officials.Spread over 3 sessions,
over 100 stakeholders met virtually to discuss the Provincial Stepped Care Model, Recovery Model of Approach
to Care and the critical Community plays in Youth Mental Health in New Brunswick.

Camp Tippy Canoe
An extension of our year round program the Camp Tippy Canoe
summer camp experience offers youth at risk the opportunity
to explore the New Brunswick wilderness as they take part in
an adventure based out tripping camp unique in the province.
Another year at camp was affected by COVID19 but this did not
stop us from moving forward for youth. This year we were able
to hold 8 camps, 6 middle school and 2 leadership camps. Camp
was delayed due to the relocation to our new site this spring but
a dedicated team of hardworking individuals helped to create our
beautiful new campsite. We are still located on North Lake, but
have a new more functional and operational site.
We were so lucky this year to have our leadership campers
join us at the new site and we were able to invite a few of our
leaders back to volunteer and mentor our middle school groups
as well. By the end of the summer season restrictions had
lifted enough for us to be able to resume taking the camper
on out trips. Bringing youth at risk out into the beautiful New
Brunswick wilderness to learn about themselves and the world
around them is an opportunity unlike any other. Many of these
youth are profoundly impacted by this experience. Through
this leadership program, participants have the opportunity to
explore the connection between the “Leave No Trace” ethic and
living a life of minimum impact. They explore habitats, develop
conservationist attitudes, and explore symbiotic relationships as
they develop a more thorough understanding of the intricacies
of the environmental balance. This exploration, requiring critical
thinking, decision making, and communication, leads participants
to the importance of life long sustainability practices.
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Adventure Classroom
Helping youth at risk stay in school and improve their personal
outlook on life is the main goal of the Adventure Classroom
project. We work with the partner schools to identify a group
of students who will benefit most from the project.Each group
of students would then meet on a monthly basis, beginning in
October and continuing through the school year.Areas of focus
include group development skills such as communication, trust,
and teamwork, contribution to the community, and environmental
responsibility. This year we found it more difficult to enterschools
due to COVID restrictions however we were still able to deliver
programming to several Adventure Classroom schools. These
sessions were conducted mainly outdoors, where we learned
environmental education, practiced shelter building, compass
reading, and knot tying. Some groups were able to go on field trips,
where they enjoyed hiking through the woods and connecting
deeper with nature.The Adventure Classroom Project has the
following objectives:This initiative helps youth become:better able
to set and meet goals; better able to relate to others; better able
to make choices and decisions; more effective as a group member;
more focused on creating a responsible lifestyle; more involved
with the community; more confident with increased self-esteem
and more accepting of self and others
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Youth in Action
for Mental Health
Youth in Action for Mental Health (YAMH) provides students with the opportunity to learn and discuss issues
related to mental health. YAMH puts youth voices and ideas into action to facilitate productive conversations and
activities around the promotion of positive and critical understandings of mental wellness and distress
Starting the 2020-21 school year with all the restrictions around programming in schools and bubbling of groups
it became clear that we would have to diversify to be able to continue programming. We developed a virtual
mental health, online presentation which was very well received. Seventeen schools signed up for the sessions
and we delivered to 34 classes of youth. Alongside this we continued to deliver the six week YAMH program to
several school groups, through a hybrid of online and in person meetings. In total this school year we connected
with 1585 youth with our mental health programming!
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Thrive
Thrive is a community based intervention
program for youth in open and closed custody and
youth leaving custody.It is an experiential mentoring
project that supports youth to remain healthy by
engaging them in meaningful programming and
mentorship focused on healthy living and drug and
alcohol addiction prevention.This project was piloted
in the NB Youth Centre and Open Custody facilities
from 2017 to spring of 2020.It was funded by the
federal Youth Justice Renewal Fund. Youth coming
from custody are faced with considerable challenges
transitioning back or into their communities.They
often experience a lack of supportive relationships,
lack of family support or lack of stable housing
which all contribute to low self esteem and to their
further marginalization.Since March of 2021, Thrive
was delivered to youth living in their respective
communities. The participants have been involved
with the criminal justice system, in some capacity
(Alternative Measures, Probation). Meetings with
these individuals are biweekly and include some
form of nature (a trail walk, sitting by a lake or feeding
the birds in the park). Discussions include getting
to know yourself, decision-making, asking for help,
finding balance, wellness plans, building supportive
connections and resources.
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During the past summer, staff delivered 8 Thrive
modules to a group of Kingsclear First Nations youth.
The program extended over 3 weeks and included
adventured-based learning such as fishing, cooking
over a fire (bannock), hiking the Maliseet Trail,
canoeing at North Lake and basket making. All of
the programming was delivered in a culturally
sensitive manner.
Staff are qualified and able to apply a trauma-informed
approach, harm reduction strategies and strengthsbased methods to ensure non-judgmental, honest and
respectful communication. Group discussions included
topics such as drugs and alcohol, sex and drug trades,
trauma, family environments, friends, (un)healthy
relationships, mental and physical health, criminal
activity, probation and/or incarceration.
When the participants were asked what stood out
for them most about the program, they said…very
little classroom time, having fun, ability to be honest,
connection to nature, a harm reduction approach,
creating healthier habits, the negative effects of
substance use/abuse and trauma as the gateway drug.
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Sport 3
Sport3 is a unique pilot project designed to
empower youth to become better conversationalists,
positive leaders, and role models on and off the
playing field in their local communities. The purpose
of Sport3 is to engage a diverse population of youth
through sport whilst educating them on fair play,
peaceful conflict resolution, health, competition,
and respect.

designed to be a tool for teachers, program managers,
coaches, and youth care workers to teach youth
through educated play.

Sport3 helps youth build positive relationships
and connectedness between their peers and
community, increasing their social well-being and
positive emotions, whilst tackling and teaching key
issues youth face to help mould them into young
leaders. Sport3 provides youth with a positive safe
environment to promote and practice life skills
through educational play and self-reflection with
the goal of equipping the youth with important life
skills which they can transfer into their daily lives.
Sport3 creates not only a learning environment that
supports and empowers, but that also allows youth to
reflect on their experiences to grow. The program has
been designed so the learning doesn’t stop after the
program, Sport3 is the foundation ready for the youth
to continue build upon. The learnings passed on to the
youth will equip them to be better communicators,
positive leaders, and role models in their communities
and schools.

Our Sport3 pilot project program is built around
modules designed to address a range of social
issues to empower youth through conversations and
dialogue. This year we ran the program with 281
youth across the Anglophone East and West districts.
We spent the year working with our youth and school
champions having some great conversations around
leadership, gender equality, social awareness, fair play,
and teamwork. Each group grew as the year went on
building on what they learned from each activity and
solving any conflicts or disagreements that came up.

Sport3 has been designed to be a universal support
to school curriculums and shares close ties with the
curriculum’s outcomes and goals. The program is
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Board of
Directors
2020-21
Hon. Jim Ross,
Founder and
Chairperson Emeritus

2020-2021
Our Valued Donors
$50,000.00 and over
Province of New Brunswick
Government of Canada
Leacross Foundation

Bernard Richard,
Special Advisor

Children’s Aid
Foundation of Canada

Mike Joyce,
President

Rogers Family Foundation

Jessica Melanson,
Vice President
Steve Holland,
Vice President
Lynne Lenihan,
Vice President
Michel Landry,
Treasurer

Directors :
Bev Gaudet,
Director
Andrew Lockhart,
Director

Sunrise Rotary Club of
Fredericton
Counselling Foundation
of Canada
Ross Ventures Ltd.

$10,000.00 to $49,999.00
McCain Foundation

Home Depot Canada Foundation

The T.R. Meighen
Family Foundation

The Lockhart Foundation

TD Canada Trust

Canadian Medical
Association Foundation

R. Howard Webster Foundation

Co-operators Community Funds

Harold Crabtree Foundation

RCMP Foundation

Sir James Dunn Centennial Trust

Canadian Women’s Foundation

Fredericton Community
Foundation

Stuart and Patricia Morrison

Bell Let’s Talk

United Way Central
New Brunswick

Ross Creelman,
Director

Windsor Foundation

Catherine Donnelly Foundation

Rosalie Barlow,
Director

$1,000.00 to $9,999.00

Alysia Fullarton,
Director

Port Saint John

Telus

Lucinda Flemer

RBC

Sisters of Charity Saint John

Stanley Mutual Insurance

Rivercross Church Saint John

(ANBL) Alcool NB Liquor

Anglican Diocese of Fredericton

Pub Down Under

Anglican Parish of Shediac

CUPE 1418

New Brunswick Children’s
Foundation

A number of anonymous
donors.

Pam Lynch,
Director

487 Brunswick St.
Fredericton, NB, E3B 5L6
506-462-0323
info@partnersforyouth.ca
www.partnersforyouth.ca
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